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- Non-experts lack experience
- Experts learn through CTFs

[Votipka et al., 2018]
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Do these help in practice?
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. Do CTFs improve prevention of security issues?
2. Do CTFs improve recognition of security issues?
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Measure impact of CTF on day-to-day decisions
**Knowledge Assessment**

- **Part 1: Find vulnerabilities in insecure code**
  - Copy of the Dropbox codebase
  - 4 known vulnerabilities

- **Part 2: Write a secure program**

- Only CTF participants
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• Part 1: Find vulnerabilities in insecure code
  ▸ Copy of the Dropbox codebase
  ▸ 4 known vulnerabilities

• Part 2: Write a secure program

• Only CTF participants

Measure improvements to secure development in a controlled setting
ADDITIONAL METRICS

• Number of flagged commits
• Communication with the Dropbox security team
PILOT PARTICIPATION
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- Knowledge Assessment
  - 7 participants

- Small sample
- Methodological issues addressed in future iterations
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CTF participants considered security more often
VULNERABILITIES CONSIDERED

- XSS
- CSRF
- SQLi
- Privacy
- Logic
- Local File Disclosure
- Auth Bug

Percentage of functionality changes

CTF vs Non-CTF
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Everyone considered logic-based vulnerabilities
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CTF participants considered non-functionality vulnerabilities from the CTF

Everyone considered logic-based vulnerabilities
REASONS FOR CONSIDERING ISSUES

- Tool
- Teammate
- Standard Practice
- Similar Exp.
- Sensitive Data
- Hacker

Percentage of functionality changes

CTF
Non-CTF
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CTF participants adopted an adversarial mindset
ACTIONS TAKEN

- Teammate
  - System Doc
  - Previous Exp.
  - Later Review
  - External Doc
  - Expert
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ACTIONS TAKEN

CTF participants sought help outside of their team.
KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT
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Average CTF Score

1306
KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT

Average Change in Assessment Score: 1.36
KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT
Participants with higher than average CTF scores also had higher than average changes in assessment scores.
Participants with higher than average CTF scores also had higher than average changes in assessment scores.
ADDITIONAL METRICS

• Non-CTF participants’ commits were flagged slightly more often
  ▸ 2/17 Non-CTF participants flagged
  ▸ 1/18 CTF participants flagged

• 4 CTF participants alerted security team to potential vulnerability
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